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Abstract
International institutions have become increasingly important not only in the relations between states, but
also for individuals. When are these institutions legitimate? The legitimacy standards for international
institutions are predominantly either minimal or democratic and cannot capture the large variety of
international institutions. This paper develops an autonomy-based conception of legitimacy based on the
justification of political power that is applicable to both international and domestic institutions. Political
power as rule-setting is a particular normative threat to the personal and political autonomy of its subjects.
The more political power an institution exercises, the more demanding the legitimacy standards it needs to
fulfill in order to be legitimate. The paper argues that an increase in the four dimensions of political power
(scope, domain sensitivity, applicability, and impact) raises the legitimacy burden for the institution. Finally,
graded legitimacy standards are proposed. These are sensitive to the differences between international
institutions in respect of their levels of political power, i.e. level of competences. In contrast to minimal or
democratic legitimacy standards, the paper suggests that different standards of accountability, participation,
and human rights have to be fulfilled according to the institution’s level of political power.
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INTRODUCTION
The legitimacy of international institutions has become an issue of growing importance as more and
more states delegate competences to international institutions. In recent contributions to the relevant
debates, the concept of legitimacy as a “right to rule” (cf. Raz, 1986) has also been applied to
international institutions (e.g. Buchanan, 2010; Tasioulas, 2010; Besson, 2014). The legitimacy
standards demanded of international institutions are predominantly either minimal or extrapolated
from domestic state standards. Minimal standards focus mainly on output, human rights or
transparency (e.g. Majone, 2000; Buchanan and Keohane, 2006; Ratner, 2015), while state-based
standards are often very demanding, requiring that democratic standards be met (e.g. Held, 1995;
Archibugi and Held, 1995; Patomäki, 2003; Von Bogdandy and Venzke, 2012). Finally, many
legitimacy standards found in the literature apply only to one particular international institution (e.g.
Føllesdal and Hix, 2006; Howse and Nicolaïdis, 2003). While I do not necessarily disagree with the
proposed standards for specific institutions, these strands of legitimacy accounts exhibit at least one
of two shortcomings. First, since international institutions differ greatly with regard to their purpose
and the political power they exercise, common sense assessments of their legitimacy seem to take it
for granted that different legitimacy standards are appropriate across international institutions. In
the public debate one can observe that the more authority, or in my own terms political power, an
international institution has, the more it is politicized and the more legitimation struggles it faces
(e.g. Stein, 2001; Zürn et al., 2012). This means that the more powerful the institutions, the more
demanding the necessary legitimacy standards. Therefore, the fact that existing accounts of
international institutions’ legitimacy cannot provide a systematic theory of why different standards
should apply to such different institutions seems at least puzzling if not worrying.
Second, if we take legitimacy to provide standards that guide our action – in particular, our
compliance with specific institutions in order to address the problems that we face beyond the state
– then these accounts are insufficient. In a world of vastly different international institutional
options, legitimacy accounts that are not sensitive to these differences encounter difficulties in
prescribing actions since they are either overly critical or not critical enough, leaving no clear
course of action or too many courses of action. In this sense, democratic standards are too
demanding if no international institution can be legitimate in light of the current state system, while
minimal accounts cannot address existing worries in the public sphere about the influence of
international institutions.
This paper seeks to provide an overarching framework that explains why differences in political
power among international institutions require different legitimacy standards. It develops an
account that accommodates such variation as there is – between the International
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Telecommunication Union and the UN Security Council – by arguing that legitimacy standards
depend on the political power of the institution(s) in question. Allen Buchanan’s metacoordination
view of legitimacy goes some way towards achieving this aim. It explains variation in legitimacy
criteria in terms of the risks and benefits that an institution generates (Buchanan, 2013: 188–191).
However, what kind of risks and benefits should be considered? In order to answer this question,
this article starts from the perspective of what makes democratic states legitimate. Democratic
systems establish and protect the equal autonomy of their citizens through and from political
power.1 Therefore, I propose an autonomy-based conception of legitimacy that evaluates the
legitimacy of institutions according to the risks and benefits that their political power creates in
respect of autonomy. From this perspective, legitimacy standards need to render the capacity of a
particular international institution to influence autonomy assessable and controllable. Depending on
the levels of political power that they exercise, international institutions require standards of human
rights as preconditions for autonomy, as well as accountability and participation standards.
The argument proceeds in four steps. The first part of the article discusses why political power
exercised through the setting and application of rules requires legitimation. It proposes an
autonomy-based conception of legitimacy that links legitimacy to the risks and benefits an
institution generates for autonomy. In the second part, I outline different dimensions of political
power through rule-setting and show why they are normatively significant in terms of institutional
legitimacy. In the third part, I propose to distinguish between three levels of political power for
international institutions. The fourth part develops an account of legitimacy with graded standards
for different international institutions according to their political power. In contrast to the
mainstream arguments that international legitimacy ought to be democratic or minimal, I identify
different standards of human rights, accountability, and participation, which have to be fulfilled
across all three levels of international institutions’ political power, while broad transparency and
comparative benefits serve as preconditions for legitimacy.
This article contributes to the discussion of legitimacy within and beyond the state in two ways:
First, it provides a framework for the legitimacy standards of specific international institutions by
outlining a graded account with different normative standards of legitimacy dependent on the
institution’s political power. However, the relation between the extent of power and the requirement
of more demanding standards should not be understood as a strict correlation. Rather, the specific
standards of each international institution have to be refined by taking into account its particular
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My argument is compatible with both a liberal and a republican understanding of democracy. From a
liberal perspective, the exercise of political power is problematic if it restricts the status of those subjected as
free and equals, while from a republican point of view it sees domination as the capacity to arbitrarily
interfere, if it is not under shared control (cf. Rawls, 1971; Pettit, 1997).
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purpose and political power. Therefore, the paper outlines questions for future research about the
legitimacy standards of particular international institutions. Second, the paper contributes to the
discussion about what constitutes a legitimate international order by taking into account the division
of labor between states and international institutions when specifying legitimacy standards.
International institutions cannot carry the burden of establishing a legitimate international or global
political order on their own. Instead, they rely on legitimate political processes within states, while
the legitimacy of states simultaneously requires international institutions that enable legitimate
interactions between states and between states and other actors. On the one hand, in the short and
medium term, states remain the primary locus of democracy. This democratic decision-making
needs to be protected, but it need not be replicated on the international level. Rather, a multilevel
system of legitimacy that takes the responsibly of states into account is required. On the other hand,
insofar as international institutions take over competences, they should not be treated as
bureaucratic systems, but rather as having authority. This shift of competences limits the capacity of
states to protect individuals’ autonomy and, in turn, appropriate standards for international
institutions are necessary to guarantee this protection.

I

POLITICAL POWER REQUIRING LEGITIMATION

First, it should be noted that legitimacy has both a descriptive (sociological) and a normative
meaning. The descriptive aspect of legitimacy, as Max Weber defines it, refers to the social
acceptance of authority, i.e. the institution is believed to be legitimate (Weber, 1964).2 The
normative understanding of legitimacy refers to the justification of political power or authority,
often understood as the “right to rule” establishing demands of compliance. This article focuses on
normative legitimacy and defines the concept of legitimacy as follows: an institution has the right to
rule, i.e. it is legitimate, if there are weighty content-independent reasons to comply for those
subjected to it, and reasons not to interfere for those outside the institution.3 This concept of
legitimacy as the right to rule applies to institutions exercising political power both within and
beyond the state.
Institutions include both formal and informal institutions that function through rules or informal
norms that define roles (with respective rights and duties), stabilize expectations, and apply social
or legal sanctions. Informal norms – for example, sexist or racist norms – might be as severe in their
2

These aspects of legitimacy are connected to one another especially in democracy (cf. Beetham, 1991).
This formulation draws on both Buchanan (2010) and Raz’s (1986) definition of legitimacy. I will not
address the question of whether these reasons are weighty or exclusionary since this does not affect the
argument.
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consequences and often harder to change than formal laws. My focus here, however, is specifically
formal institutions, since they explicitly claim compliance. I will refer to these kinds of institutions
that make such claims to compliance, or seek to set binding rules, as political institutions. Political
power is defined as rule-setting authority or competences, including the application and possibly
some form of enforcement of rules (henceforth, “competences” for short).
So, political institutions claim to set binding rules, but such rules are only normatively binding if
the institution is legitimate. In this case the institution changes the normative relationships of its
subjects, namely their rights and duties. Therefore, legitimacy as the right to rule should be
understood as a power-right in the Hohfeldian sense, not just as a mere liberty- or claim-right. To
define the concept of legitimacy as power-right is not a new claim (see Applbaum, 2010;
Christiano, 2012; Reglitz, 2015); however, from this concept it follows that the extent of political
power that an institution exercises defines the required legitimacy standards for the institution.
These standards can be understood as characteristics of the institution that provide weighty contentindependent reasons for compliance. Therefore, the main claim of this article is that the appropriate
legitimacy standards of an institution depend on the extent of political power exercised by it. The
more political power an institution exercises, the more demanding the legitimacy standards it needs
to fulfill in order to be legitimate. For example, if an institution exercises rule-setting competences
over a larger domain or more important issues, the standards should be more demanding compared
to a less powerful institution. This account is particularly useful in determining the legitimacy
standards of international institutions because there is such variation between them. The account
developed herein demonstrates how legitimacy standards should vary for international institutions
by taking political power as requiring legitimation.
In addition to an institution’s political power, its purpose also needs to be taken into account to
define the relevant legitimacy standards (e.g. Adams et al., 2019; Adams, 2019). An institution’s
political power and purpose are mutually dependent as specific competences are required to achieve
a particular purpose, and vice versa. The institutional purpose can require specific legitimacy
standards because it determines the kind of institution. For example, if the purpose of courts is to
judge cases justly, independence is an important requirement. In this article, I will leave aside the
purpose of the institution and focus on why different levels of political power or competences
require different legitimacy standards. In order to establish what kind of reasons an institution needs
to provide and how it can provide them, a specific conception of legitimacy is required.
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Autonomy-based Conception of Legitimacy
Assuming that political power and autonomy stand in a particular relationship to each other, I will
argue for an autonomy-based conception of legitimacy, which specifies the risks and benefits of
political power for autonomy. This conception can account for two threats to political institutions –
namely individual and political autonomy – while other conceptions often struggle to account for
both aspects or are of limited help in determining specific legitimate standards. I illustrate this issue
by discussing two of the best-known legitimacy conceptions, Joseph Raz’s service conception and
Allen Buchanan’s metacoordination view. Raz’s service conception is based on the so-called
normal justification thesis, which states that an institution or person has legitimate authority over
someone if the latter is likely to comply better with the reasons that apply to her by following the
directives of the authority, than by trying to follow the reasons that apply to her directly (Raz, 1986:
53). This instrumental account raises concerns that its conception of legitimacy cannot account for
why we value democratic procedures intrinsically due to their fairness (e.g. Hershovitz, 2003: 219).
Others have argued that the service conception can account for the fairness of procedures in the
reasons relevant for legitimate authority (e.g. Raz, 2006; Tasioulas, 2010; Viehoff, 2011). This
seems plausible, but if it is so, the Razian conception seems underdetermined, as it does not specify
the reasons that are the basis for legitimate authority.4 As such, either it cannot account for the
intrinsic value of democratic procedures, or it is too vague.
An alternative to the service conception is Buchanan’s metacoordination view of legitimacy
(Buchanan, 2013: 178–180; 2018). The metacoordination view understands legitimacy as
establishing whether an institution is worthy of our moral reason-based support. The practical
function of legitimacy assessments is to enable coordination through particular institutions by
converging on public legitimacy standards. Buchanan argues that legitimacy evaluations are moral
reason-based judgments about the risks and benefits of empowering an institution. This conception
specifies the way we should assess the legitimacy of an institution in two ways: 1) legitimacy needs
public standards to enable coordination; 2) the legitimacy of an institution depends on the risks and
benefits of empowering it. Yet, what kind of risks and for whom? According to Buchanan, this
evaluation needs to be moral reason-based and depends on both the institution and the background
conditions. This specifies the requirements for legitimacy to some degree, but regarding institutions
that demand compliance with their rules, i.e. political institutions, the risks and benefits can be
specified further by looking at the particular relationship between political power and autonomy.
4

For a discussion of this issue see also Buchanan (2018: 70ff.). However, in contrast to Buchanan, I follow
Raz’s concept insofar as I regard the question of legitimacy as particularly relevant for institutions that claim
authority.
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Therefore, I propose a specific autonomy-based conception of legitimacy that judges the legitimacy
of political institutions on the basis of the risks and benefits to the autonomy of those subject to the
rules and those affected by them.
The focus of the autonomy-based conception of legitimacy captures the particular normative
risks and benefits of political power for autonomy. Rule-setting is normatively significant as it has
the capacity to systematically influence the lives of others. Political institutions are necessary to
enable coordination and equal autonomy, yet in turn they themselves become a severe threat to
individuals’ autonomy. This influence of political power is dual: on the one hand, it is necessary for
the robust protection of individual freedom of choice (Pettit, 2012: Chapter 1); on the other, it
concerns the status of its subjects as equal normative authorities (Forst, 2015) or, as I call it, normgivers. In other words, political power affects both personal and political autonomy (Habermas,
1996: Chapter 3; Forst, 2012: 125–137). Personal autonomy means that an individual is the author
of her own life by choosing and shaping her future. Political power shapes expectations, creates
social pressure, and has the capacity to influence individuals’ scope of opportunities. Therefore, it
influences our capacity to shape our life plans as norm-givers in systematic ways. While a
minimum of options is necessary to act autonomously (Raz, 1986: 369), such personal autonomy is
incomplete if it is not accompanied by interpersonal political autonomy. Political autonomy goes
beyond having a sufficient option set and requires the status of norm-giver to be reciprocally
recognized and treated as such in one’s political communities and institutions. The
institutionalization of political autonomy requires equal control as a norm-giver over the rules to
which one is subjected, or in other words a form of co-authorship.
The capacity of political institutions to influence the lives of others systematically through rulesetting relates to both aspects of autonomy: they affect a broad array of options and they
institutionalize the status of norm-givers. The political power of international institutions works in
the same manner, but if the international system is a multilevel one with states institutionalizing
political autonomy, this also moves the problem up a level. International institutions might not only
undermine (or foster) the personal and political autonomy of individuals, but the allocation of rulesetting competences on the international level can also affect states’ capacity to protect autonomy.
Nominally individuals might have rights within their states that realize their political autonomy, but
the rules of the international institution might restrict the decision-making realm. Of course, the
influence of international institutions can be positive for autonomy as well; however, the capacity to
influence autonomy requires legitimation.
Since political power is directly linked to the realization of political autonomy, one might expect
an all-subjected principle for its legitimacy standards. This is plausible considering who should
have reasons to comply, namely those to whom the rules are addressed. However, beyond the
6

simplified closed system of a state, domestic or international rules may have effects beyond their
“jurisdiction”. These effects consist in both intended and unintended externalities. Only being
affected by but not subjected to a rule that one has not co-authored seems less problematic. While it
is true that rules do not demand compliance outside of their jurisdiction and thus do not constitute a
problem for political autonomy, they seek to establish a claim to non-interference. If the external
effects of rules are drastic – either for the personal autonomy of those affected or insofar as they
threaten the basic conditions for their political autonomy – they are also relevant for the legitimacy
of the issuing political institution. Detrimental effects to the autonomy of outsiders will also affect
the reasons to comply for insiders. The autonomy-based account of legitimacy can, therefore,
explain why both an all-subjected principle and the all-affected principle apply yet with regarding
the creation of different reasons – namely compliance and non-interference. This also explains why
institutions need to fulfill different legitimacy standards for those subjected and affected.

Political Power as Rule-setting, Application and Enforcement
The need for institutions that wield political power to meet standards of legitimacy has traditionally
been grounded in the fact that wielding political power corresponds to the monopoly of coercive
power (Locke, 1980; Blake, 2001). From the perspective of autonomy this aspect of political
institutions requires justification, but other aspects of the creation and maintenance of rules are not
unproblematic either .The authority that political institutions exercise and the set of normative
problems it raises are distinct from those of distribution or brute force, since they include an appeal
to compliance usually exercised through directives or rules (cf. Raz, 1986: 24–27). This may not
sound as problematic as the use of coercive force. However, political power requires legitimation
since its rules and their application seek to change the normative relationships, i.e. rights and duties,
of those subjected to them. Only if an institution is legitimate – if it is overall beneficial for equal
individual and political autonomy – does it succeed in actually changing the relationships in
question. This means the exercise of political power should be understood as the creation,
application, and enforcement of rules. This includes the function of all branches of government
whose actions are embedded and simultaneously create a system of rules that exercises power,
which is political. The coercive function of political power – for example, through the police force
– is only one part of a whole system that requires legitimation. Even though on the international
level these functions of rule-setting and application are dispersed throughout different institutions,
they exercise political power because they are systemic, creating a system of rules and making
claims to compliance.
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Since legitimacy is not just an abstract ideal but supposed to guide our actions – in particular, our
compliance – it should also tell us if we should comply. In this regard, there are two questions
concerning the legitimacy of political institutions: 1) When is an institution legitimate? 2) How do
we know if it is legitimate or not? Being able to know whether an institution creates risks or
benefits is essential for the metacoordination function of legitimacy. However, the legitimacy and
the knowledge of an institution’s legitimacy might still diverge. Yet if we take the political side of
autonomy seriously, procedural standards that allow for control over rule-setting are essential. This
means that certain transparency, accountability, and participation standards, which establish control
over rule-setting and maintenance, are not just an epistemic feature but constitutive of legitimacy.
Other standards such as human rights should secure a certain level of individual autonomy. In order
to determine the appropriate standards for an institution, we first need to know the capacity of an
institution to influence autonomy, i.e. its political power. Second, depending on the extent of
political power, more or less demanding standards are needed to control the risks it generates,
particularly those that arise in the domain of political autonomy. All institutions need to produce
comparative benefits with regard to the non-institutional and certain institutional alternatives;
otherwise there is no reason to create the risk of empowering a political institution. I will turn to
these legitimacy standards in part four. Let me now discuss how the extent of political power can
vary in different dimensions.

II DIMENSIONS OF POLITICAL RULE-SETTING POWER
The extent of political power or rule-setting competences held by any particular international
institution relates to its capacity to influence the equal autonomy of others by restricting the range
of their life choices and status as norm-givers. Since power through rule-setting is what is relevant
here, this concerns both what an institution can set rules about and how they apply. This can be
captured by four dimensions: 1) scope; 2) domain sensitivity; 3) applicability; and 4) impact. An
increase in any of these dimensions raises the legitimacy burden for the institution.
First, the scope of issues regarding which institutions can set rules is essential in gauging the
extent to which rule-setting can affect the lives of those subjected by restricting the range of options
available. The issues under the purview of international institutions range from narrow to broader
ones. The question of scope is important as it establishes the legitimacy for particular actors or
institutions. While it is true that the European Union’s (EU) competence to decide on many issues
has the same intrusive effect as the sum of many institutions making the same decisions, it is
important to know which actors we should hold accountable. In particular, the accumulation of
political power creates a threat to the equal autonomy of individuals. On the level of the
8

international system, the question of legitimacy arises again and a fragmented system that generates
unjustified, cumulative effects might require the establishing of institutions and procedures that can
legitimize them. The legitimacy standards for particular institutions and the legitimacy of the whole
system are both relevant factors to question, but they should be kept separate for the sake of clarity
and concrete institutional reforms.
Second, domain sensitivity captures how important the domain over which rules are set is for the
lives of those subjected. While the importance or sensitivity of these domains varies to some degree
for every person and their respective life plans, we can assume that certain aspects are essential to
all human beings and are generally what human or constitutional rights seek to protect. Therefore,
the difference in this dimension reaches from mainly technical issues to fundamental human rights.5
For example, driving on one side of the road does not raise the same normative concerns as rules
about marriage, as it does not affect the equal autonomy of those subjected in the same way.
However, an accumulation, i.e. a wider scope of technical or coordinative rule-setting competences,
may also restrict and shape individuals’ opportunity space. If they do so in an encompassing way,
they raise similar problems as institutions with competences concerning more sensitive domains.
For example, the EU was for a long time framed as a technical or coordinative institution. Though
today most would agree that it has moved far beyond the technical domain, even in earlier days the
density of rules would have made a technical domain classification questionable.
Third, the applicability of rules can be distinguished as direct or indirect, in terms of whether or
not an institution’s rule-setting power is mediated through states. This makes a difference because it
means that the authority of the international institution is restrained by an additional level of
control, namely the domestic political processes, and therefore on how individuals are subjected to
its rule-setting. If rules can only be applied indirectly, states must first ratify and implement them.
Direct or immediate applicability of rules, on the other hand, means that rules need not be
implemented by states in order to apply to firms, individuals or states. Furthermore, it implies that
individuals may immediately invoke certain rules promulgated by an international institution before
a national or international court (see footnote 6 below). An international institution might expand or
restrict the options available to individuals, but how it affects their capacity to decide as equals on
available opportunities depends on how they can participate in the political decision-making that
sets the rules guiding the society in which they live. The domestic democratic procedures are the
most important means through which this political participation is institutionalized and should

5

Even if an institution has only technical or coordinative rule-setting power, the issue of legitimacy may still
arise. The way in which different technical issues relate and need to be handled is often up for debate and
therefore political and relevant to legitimacy.
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therefore not be sidestepped without a replacement. The same problem as the one caused by direct
effect is created by institutions that can, in cases of conflict, override existing national laws in
contrast to institutions that can only give recommendations.
Fourth, the impact of an institution concerns how it actually affects individuals and states
through the rules it sets. The impact of an institution therefore considers unintended effects and
effects that are external to the institution’s jurisdiction. While the capacity to affect the autonomy of
others is normatively relevant and therefore what the other three dimensions are concerned with,
looking at the impact provides a measure to correct the institutional power in cases where the
capacity was underestimated.
Generally, it is important to classify an international institution according to the power that it
actually possesses and not the one it claims to hold according to its official statements or
documents. In this way, the dimensions should capture if the exercise of the institution’s rulesetting authority exceeds its claimed one. This may particularly be the case for impact but it is also
true for the other dimensions. For example, regarding applicability, if it is very costly and almost
impossible for certain states not to comply with the rules or recommendations of an international
institution, the de facto applicability of its rule-setting is direct.

III LEVELS OF POLITICAL POWER FOR INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
The dimensions of rule-setting competences outlined above can be used to define different levels of
political power of international institutions. How to weigh the increase or decline in the different
dimensions requires more detailed debate. The aim of this paper is more modest, as I argue only
that it is possible to distinguish three broad levels of political power.
The lowest level is defined by a minimum in all four dimensions. In my view, international
organizations with narrow and precisely specified rule-setting competences that only concern
technical and coordinative issues (e.g. the International Telecommunication Union) fall under the
first category. This is a strongly restricted level because if an institution’s political power exceeds
the minimum in only one of the four dimensions, it falls on a higher competence level. For
example, it is already questionable whether the International Organization for Standardization can
still be attributed to the lowest level, since its standardizations concern a broad range of products
and topics (scope) and the impact they have goes beyond technical issues (domain sensitivity).
On the other end of the spectrum are institutions whose rule applicability is direct and that have
at least a high level in one of the other dimensions of political power. This means that they set rules
over a large scope of issues, a sensitive domain or whose impact is high. These institutions can be
classified as high-level competence institutions. The EU satisfies the criteria of the third level, since
10

its members delegate a broad range of rule-setting competences to the European level and, as the
European Court of Justice has pointed out in its landmark decision Van Gend en Loos, European
Law can be directly applied, i.e. has direct effect.6 Other international institutions such as certain
UN agencies, in particular the de-listing procedures, peace-enforcement and arguably even
conditional loans, might be other instances of institutions with direct rule applicability. Such
institutions require further careful evaluation. Between these two extremes of political power lies a
vast range of medium competence institutions that exceed the minimum of technical institutions
either in scope, domain or impact, but whose scope of rules applicability remains indirect.
In principle, every international institution can be classified according to the three categories
outlined above. However, in practice, a detailed analysis is required to assign an international
institution to a certain category. Such an analysis can only be carried out at the empirical level.
These levels only provide a general framework for the standards of legitimacy of international
institutions that I develop below. However, the standards that should be applied to a particular
institution need to be further specified according to its purpose and specification of competences.
The purpose of an institution influences the required legitimacy standards.7 On the one hand, the
competences an institution requires depend on the purpose it serves. This purpose itself has to be
minimally moral for the institution to be legitimate. For example, a guild of assassins can never be
legitimate no matter how democratically organized it is. In order for an institution to be legitimate,
its competences have to correspond to its purpose, and it has to fulfill stronger standards of
legitimacy the more competences it has. On the other hand, the purpose of an institution has further
influence on the required legitimacy standards since some standards are function specific. For
example, the purpose of international courts may relax the requirements of accountability in favor
of impartiality considerations. A full analysis also needs to empirically observe the competences of
the court and see whether they are in fact also exercising legislative functions. Only then can the
appropriate legitimacy standards be established.

IV GRADED STANDARDS OF LEGITIMACY FOR INTERNATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
Which standards should apply to international institutions with different levels of political power?
While I argue for broad transparency and comparative benefits as minimal conditions for all
6

Case 26/61, NV Algemene Transporten Expeditie Onderneming van Gend en Loos v Nederlandse
Administratis der Belastingen [1963] ECR 1.
7
I am referring to the purpose of an institution in an interpretive way that does not just consist of the aim that
the founders had in mind (cf. Mitchell, 2008; Shany, 2014; Squatrito et al., 2018: 21).
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international institutions, the remaining standards should apply in a graded form. For the standards
for every level outlined below, one should bear in mind that the requirements for the lower levels
also apply to the higher ones and are in this way accumulative. Table 1 illustrates the required
standard of legitimacy for the three levels of competences of international institutions.
Table 1: Legitimacy of International Institutions
Competences of

Standards of legitimacy

institutions

High

Human rights

Accountability

Participation

Protect human rights

Representational

Individual and state

structure through

participation rights

democratic states
Medium

Promote human rights

Contestation rights

Deliberation rights

Low

Respect human rights

Democratic state

-

consent
Preconditions of

Broad transparency

legitimacy

Comparative benefits

Preconditions for the legitimacy of international institutions are comparative benefits and broad
transparency. Further, I suggest three different standards of legitimacy for international institutions
according to their level of rule-setting competences consisting of graded human rights,
accountability, and participation standards. The reason is that there is a shift of authority from states
to international institutions which, if unchecked, has the potential to undermine individual and
collective autonomy.

Human Rights, Accountability, and Participation Standards
Before I discuss the standards for the different levels in turn, let me explain why certain human
rights, accountability, and participation standards are appropriate for international institutions and
the terminology used particularly for the human rights obligations.
The standard distinction for human rights obligations of states is between obligations of respect,
protect, fulfill (Eide, 1987).8 The obligation to respect only demands to abstain from human rights
violations, to protect includes the measures necessary to prevent others from violating human
8

See Shue (1980) for a detailed discussion of these different human rights obligations using slightly different
terminology.
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rights, while to fulfill human rights means to take the measures necessary to ensure opportunities to
obtain satisfaction of those needs, recognized in human rights. Particularly in political conceptions
of human rights, they are understood to apply to states as the primary duty bearers (e.g. Rawls,
1999; Beitz, 2009). Human rights can be understood as protecting the basic conditions for
autonomy. This protection from “standard threads” is attributed to states because it requires
generalized institutionalization which only states can provide and because the political power of
states is itself a threat to autonomy, thus they are held to human rights standards. However, because
states have delegated competences to international institutions, the latter gain authority and need to
share the corresponding burdens. There are two main reasons for this: first, states should not be
allowed to avoid their human rights obligations by delegating authority to the international level.
Insofar as states act through international institutions, they need to be held responsible on that level
too, so that they cannot engage in a two-level game. Second, if international institutions have the
capacity to diminish states’ capacity to fulfill their human rights obligations, this shift in authority
needs to be captured. Human rights obligations have been used to control the threat that political
power poses for individuals and groups, while the new distribution of political power makes it
necessary that international institutions are held to certain human rights standards so that no
vacuum for protection from the threats develops. In this understanding, states remain the primary
duty bearers of human rights but complementary duties apply to international institutions.
Regarding the terminology, I will use the obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill human rights
as defined by Eide (1987). However, international institutions cannot be expected to fulfill human
rights, since they lack the necessary resources. Yet, in addition to the three standard obligations, I
propose an additional category: namely to promote human rights, which falls in its demandingness
between respecting human rights, as abstaining from violations, and protecting human rights from
violations by others. To promote human rights requires international institutions to ensure that they
do not undermine human rights related to their institutional purpose through their rule-setting and
application. It requires a credible effort to prevent their rules from having negative effects on
human rights, against the background of a reasonable effort to acquire knowledge about the risks
involved. This duty differs from the protection of human rights because it does not require
enforcement mechanisms. For medium-level institutions, this active duty to promote – not just a
requirement to abstain from violations – applies, since they are exercising authority over either a
medium-wide scope or a sensitive domain. Christina Lafont similarly assigns human rights
responsibilities to certain international institutions: “the obligation to ensure that the regulations
they implement in the pursuit of their respective goals (e.g. trade liberalization, financial stability,
economic growth, etc.) do not hamper the protection of human rights worldwide” (2010: 203). She
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calls this a duty of respect but makes clear that it is not simply a negative duty to abstain from
actions rooted in the institution’s mission.
Participation standards are required for similar reasons to ensure that the rise of political power
on the international level does not lead to diminished political autonomy. Participation is mainly
required of institutions with high competences and direct rule applicability such as the European
Union as they can sidestep domestic democratic decision-making. For institutions with lower levels
of political power, the transfer of competences is not so drastic as to require participation. However,
their power should still be controlled through forms of accountability. In particular, for institutions
with medium rule-setting competences but only with indirect rule applicability, this can be achieved
through contestation mechanisms as these allow those subjected to highlight problems with rules.
While accountability standards such as contestation or representation through state channels cannot
guarantee full political autonomy, they can nevertheless help to protect the condition of autonomy,
in particular, an adequate range of options by enabling the articulation of interests and highlighting
the problems caused by certain rules. The standards of participation and accountability for
international institutions are supposed to protect the conditions of individual and political
autonomy; therefore, they either protect the capacity of states to provide it or control the new
political power on the international level that replaces the domestic one. Overall, this view is based
on the complementarity of legitimacy standards for international institutions and political
participation on the domestic level to protect autonomy.

Preconditions of Legitimacy
As minimal requirements of legitimacy, international institutions need to generate comparative
benefits. In my proposed understanding, output is a minimal condition for institutional legitimacy
because the coordinative aim of institutions fails if they produce no beneficial output at all. It is a
relevant measure in comparison not only to non-institutional alternatives, but also to other feasible
institutional alternatives. Therefore, what is required is “comparative benefit” (Buchanan and
Keohane, 2006: 422; Pogge, 2008: 19). The first comparison to the non-institutional alternative
makes it a precondition of an institution’s legitimacy that the social purpose for which it was
created is served better by that institution than by no institution at all. However, such a noninstitutional status is a questionable normative baseline because it may include significantly
problematic facts such as severe human rights violations (Pogge 2007: 38–41). To establish that an
institution creates binding rules, it also has to produce benefits superior to those that feasible
alternative institutions could produce. Buchanan states that legitimacy does not require an
institution to do “a better job than all the other feasible alternative institutions” (2013: 178).
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Legitimacy cannot permit the option of other clearly superior and feasible institutions since this
would undermine its function to decide between different possible institutional alternatives and lead
to a stability problem and undermine the metacoordination function of legitimacy standards.
To be clear, this does not mean that an institution has to be the ideal one, as it may not be
feasible. Another problem that arises if only non-institutional but not feasible institutional
alternatives are considered to establish legitimacy (i.e. institutions would have to provide some
benefit but not the best feasible one) is that it would lead to a status quo bias. New insights and
options for improvement would not need to be taken into account as long as the institution does
some good. Therefore, such a concept of legitimacy would not provide a critical standard to
improve institutions. The fact that feasible institutional alternatives are relevant for our assessment
of legitimacy is also visible in the shift of legitimacy standards over time, as the example of
changing political inclusion shows. Eighteenth-century democracies where only men had voting
rights were not illegitimate, but are generally considered to be so today.
Regarding the metacoordination function, it also seems clear that the feasibility of a superior
institution is problematic for the reasons to comply with the less beneficial one. However, this
might not be drastic enough to drop the less beneficial institution below the sufficiency limit of
legitimacy. To establish this might require assessing how the benefits are distributed, which goes
beyond the scope of this paper, but also a less controversial issue, namely transition costs (Keohane,
2011). Transition costs – such as insecurities, new learning processes or inefficiencies – need to be
subtracted from the benefits that an alternative feasible institution might grant in comparison with
an existing one. Already having coordinated in one institution is an achievement that counts in
favor of existing institutions. Therefore, an institution need not be better than all other feasible
alternatives, but if another feasible institution is considerably better, so much that it would warrant
the requisite transition costs, it might challenge the legitimacy of the existing institution.
One might object that the problem with taking the feasibility of alternative institutions as a
baseline for legitimacy is that feasibility is epistemically too uncertain. This is particularly true
since feasibility here cannot just mean strict logical or natural law restrictions, but is related to what
Gilabert and Lawford-Smith call soft feasibility constraints (Gilabert and Lawford-Smith, 2012).
These include economic, institutional, cultural, and perhaps even psychological constraints. There
are several difficulties associated with this. Particularly important for the question of legitimacy is
that such soft feasibility constraints are agent- and time-relative. Depending on the actions that are
taken now, the feasibility of certain institutions can change at a later point in time. To make
feasibility judgments for the purpose of legitimacy requires determining the relevant agent and
timeframe. On this basis I argue that alternative institutions have to be clearly feasible, i.e. very
probable for an agent to bring about in a specific timeframe, to call the legitimacy of existing
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institutions into question. They have to be clearly feasible so as to avoid the risk of falling back to
the non-institutional level, which could happen if a less beneficial institution is no longer complied
with, but the alternative cannot be achieved. Yet, since the epistemic insecurity is severe, it is easier
to make these assessments retrospectively rather than prospectively. For example, nowadays
universal suffrage is a standard that almost all states uphold. If a state were to now abandon voting
rights for women, it would be judged as illegitimate, since its previous existence creates a strong
presumption that universal suffrage is feasible.
What is at stake in the discussion about legitimacy are content-independent reasons to comply. If
an institution is judged as illegitimate because there are better feasible alternatives, or for other
reasons, those subjected to its rules do not have to comply with them just because the institution
issues them (there might still be other reasons to comply though) and outsiders do not have reasons
not to interfere. This non-compliance and interference with the institution can lead to abolishing the
whole institution.9 Alternatively, reforms of the institution might be undertaken if these are easier to
establish than a new institution; however, it is important that this still does not mean that reasons to
comply are given. Demand for reforms can also arise if an institution falls into the space of being
legitimate but not fully just. However, in this case, compliance is still demanded. To conclude,
these comparative benefit and feasibility evaluations are surely not easy to make, and how to know
or decide about them requires further discussion. The point here is purely conceptual, namely that
comparative benefits are the minimal requirement for legitimacy, but feasible institutional
alternatives can elevate that requirement.
The second precondition for legitimacy, “broad transparency”, is necessary to make international
institutions assessable in an environment of high informational inequalities. Buchanan and Keohane
(2006) describe “broad transparency” as “epistemic virtues that facilitate the ongoing critical
revision of its goals, through interaction with agents and organizations outside the institution”
(2006: 406). I agree that “narrow transparency”, consisting in accessible information at a reasonable
cost to those affected by an institution, is insufficient as a standard of legitimacy. Therefore, broad
transparency for third parties is required to protect those who fall under the rules of an institution,
but who do not have the means to access or assess the relevant information.

Low Level of Competences
As for low-competence institutions, their competences have only a restricted scope, coordinative or
technical domain, low impact and mediated applicability of rules, through the implementation of
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Whether this allows for resistance or revolution will further depend on questions of justified violence.
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states. Their capacity to affect individual lives is therefore not so severe. Nonetheless, the purpose
of these institutions also has to be regulated by minimal substantial requirements. To not
persistently violate the basic human rights is a minimal condition for the legitimacy of international
institutions. This is necessary even at this low level, because basic human rights are fundamental
preconditions for the equal autonomy of individuals. Institutions that violate the basic human rights
of those subjected or affected outsiders cannot be justified reciprocally, and, therefore, cannot
generate reasons to comply or not to interfere with them. The minimal form of accountability that
institutions with low competences should meet is the ongoing consent of democratic states as a
democratic accountability channel (Buchanan and Keohane, 2006: 415). This is not a necessary
condition for legitimacy; rather, it is an indicator for legitimacy, as Buchanan and Keohane (2006)
outline. If no or very few democratic states approve of an international institution, this indicates that
the institution might not be legitimate. Participation rights for institutions with low competences
cannot be required for technical and coordinative issues. Since these institutions have a very limited
range of rule-setting competences and no direct applicability, the risks that they pose to autonomy
can be controlled by standards of respecting human rights in combination with the ongoing consent
of democratic states (as well as the minimal requirements of broad transparency and comparative
benefit). These restricted standards for participation build on the idea that states are the primary
locus of participation, and only if the political power of international institutions threatens the
political autonomy realized at the domestic level are additional participatory standards necessary.

Medium Level of Competences
International institutions holding a medium level of competences and indirect applicability of their
rules should promote human rights in their area of rule-setting. The obligation to promote requires
the institution to take positive action not to undermine the enjoyment of human rights and therefore
to uphold equality in their rule-setting and application. It consists of the adoption of a human rights
based approach to the work of the institution, which includes: first, acquiring knowledge about how
the institution’s rules can affect human rights; second, making a credible effort not to undermine
human rights by paying attention to equality, non-discrimination, and the inclusion of
disadvantaged groups; and third, not diminishing the state’s necessary capacity to fulfill its human
rights obligations. In particular, the institution needs to make a credible active effort in the rulesetting not to impact on human rights negatively. The promotion of human rights concerns,
however, only those rights relevant to the institution’s respective purpose, not all human rights.
Otherwise, all international institutions would be required to be human rights organizations. The
promotion of human rights connected to the institution’s purpose is necessary to achieve
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institutional integrity and to reduce the risk of undermining their own goals by making sure that
their own rules and action do not impede human rights. The discussion about the World Bank’s
responsibility to take into account human rights relevant to its goal of sustainable development – in
particular, to avoid displacement and to protect the rights of indigenous peoples – is a case in point.
Another pertinent example is the World Trade Organization (WTO) and whether it leaves its
member states’ capacity to fulfill their human rights obligations intact. Steven Ratner also discusses
this issue in respect of limiting the state’s policy space (2015: 327ff.).10 Regarding the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Ratner argues that justice turns on whether it harms or does not harm human
rights (2015: 259). This might sound as if he is arguing for simply respecting human rights.
However, in his discussion of the IMF, Ratner focuses on economic human rights, particularly the
rights to food and health. In this context, harming cannot be captured by the representatives of the
institution abstaining from violations. Rather, it is about the promotion of human rights – namely
whether its rules and decisions undermine human rights either by restricting the state’s necessary
capacity to fulfill its human rights obligations or by knowingly opening up room for or even
incentivizing others to engage in actions that have negative effects on human rights. For this
legitimacy standard, it is relevant whether the power of an institution is restrained by human rights
standards in its rule-setting. Embedding human rights concerns in this process is relevant for an
institution’s legitimacy even if particular unforeseen circumstances or the influence of other actors
might lead to other outcomes. The promotion of human rights through international institutions is
necessary insofar as the delegation of competences from states to international institutions has
created a shift in authority. This authority comes with the respective responsibilities to protect the
equal autonomy of individuals, as this might no longer be possible for states alone. Yet, the specific
requirement for medium-level institutions is in fact hard to determine since their purposes and
functions vary so widely.
The capacity to revise the terms of accountability, a standard suggested as a criterion by
Buchanan and Keohane (2006), allows the terms of accountability to be adapted with changing
institutional competences or goals (Buchanan and Keohane, 2006: 432). The revisability of terms of
accountability is the ideal standard for institutions with medium competences, but it is hard to
verify because institutions also need to remain stable. The necessary level of revisability is therefore
very difficult to determine in practice. The minimal standard of accountability required should
rather consist of an institutionalized contestation mechanism for individuals or groups, to contest a
specific action or the rules that they are affected by (or subjected to). One of the main problems for
10
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the accountability of international institutions is determining to whom they should be accountable
(cf. Grant and Keohane, 2005). Alongside the requirement of broad transparency, this should
establish a minimal level of accountability. In particular, it should make the terms of accountability
receptive enough to include as accountability-holders all the people affected by the institution’s
rules and therefore to significant changes in their range of options. This is a weaker form of
accountability than direct participation, but nevertheless requires some form of court or dispute
settlement mechanism.
In terms of participation, equal democratic rights cannot be demanded at this level of
competences because, also at this level, rules have no direct effect and are therefore mediated
through states. However, deliberation rights should be adopted in order to make the interests of the
subjected individuals or states accessible and publicly known. Put plainly, those affected by the
rules of an institution should be consulted, which should be guaranteed by contestation and
deliberation rights. However, if a state is politically or economically required to implement such
rules, the impact of the institution is the same as if it had direct effect and therefore should be
required to fulfill the standards of high-level competence institutions.

High Level of Competences
The distinguishing feature of institutions with high-level competences is that their rules have direct
effect. Regarding human rights, international institutions with high rule-setting competences and
direct effect should meet almost the same standards as states, namely the protection of human
rights. The protection of human rights requires states to establish judicial and enforcement measures
to protect individuals and groups against human rights abuses. If an institution that is engaged in
setting rules directly applicable to individuals refrains from the protection of human rights, it can
undermine the protection by states. In order to render this protection of human rights binding, it
should also include an enforcement mechanism. The requirements in terms of human rights
legitimacy for such institutions are almost equivalent to those of states. Specifically, it must enforce
human rights where its member states fail to do so.
For institutions with a high level of competences, accountability should be secured through
national and international democratic representatives in the institution. The main reason why a form
of equal democratic participation is necessary on this level is because the rules have direct effect. If
these rules are not themselves established in a way that respects the equal moral status of those
subjected, democracy on the domestic level is undermined without an adequate substitute.
Assuming that states are not abolishable in the short or medium term and that they currently provide
the most effective participation and rights structures, to guarantee participation within high-level
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competence, institutions need to take them into account. The best way to do so is through a
voluntary association of democratic states, since the democratic constitution of the member states is
a precondition for democratization at the international level (cf. Christiano, 2010). Such states can
be expected to represent the interests of their citizens. The democratic states are of normative value
as realms of justice since the expression of the collective autonomy of the individuals and their
political institutions guarantee their rights and welfare. Institutionally, the theory of multilateral
democracy or “demoicracy” outlines how international relations in such a democratic association
should be organized so as to be democratic themselves (see Cheneval, 2011; Nicolaïdis, 2004). This
includes representative institutions for both states and citizens. Multilateral democracy is
constructed for international organizations, such as the EU, which are characterized by a high
degree of competences and broad legislative powers.
The influence of non-democratic states in such institutions is not obvious for democratic states
since they should respect the democratic decision-making in other democratic states as forms of
political autonomy, which is not the case for non-democratic states. Regarding non-democratic
states, the requirement for high-level competence institutions is to not undermine the conditions of
democratic decision-making within these states. The legitimacy standards that institutions with
high-level competences and both democratic and non-democratic institutions need to fulfill requires
further discussion.

V CONCLUSION
The variety in function and competences of international institutions requires an account of
legitimacy that can capture these differences and set the standards of legitimacy accordingly. The
concept of legitimacy presented in this paper is based on the need to justify political power
understood as the capacity to restrict autonomous life choices through rule-setting. International
institutions are legitimate if they provide content-independent reasons to comply and not to interfere
with the institution. The more rule-setting competences an institution has, the stronger the
legitimacy standards it needs to fulfill.
This analysis of international legitimacy provides new insight into the normative requirements of
different international institutions. On the basis of this account, systematic critical evaluation of
international institutions with specific suggestions for reform is possible without completely
revoking compliance with an institution. The graded standards of legitimacy developed herein allow
for a more fine-grained evaluation of the legitimacy of international institutions. In order to
examine the legitimacy of a particular institution, it is necessary to analyze its specific purpose,
which requires further research.
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